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A blowpipe is smooth and sometimes heavy.

Sometimes it is light in weight. Maybe it is pitted instead of smooth, marred with pockmarks and

furry with a patina of rust.

A blowpipe is hollow throughout, like a drinking straw, and open at both ends. Maybe it measures

!ve feet long. Its head may be fat and "ared; otherwise the head may be straight and narrow with parallel

walls. e glass is meant to be gathered when runny hot wet, so a fat head grabs more glass, while a skinny

pipe may be ideal for making tiny delicate things –– a blown foot on a goblet "aring out thin as a whisper,

things like that. e glass is shaped using handheld tools while the gaffer sits at a bench, and air is

introduced into the mass, transforming the solid globule into a structured and hollow parison. ese things

go on to become bowls and bottles and wine glasses and tumblers, among other things.

A blowpipe is constructed of steel, sometimes stainless steel. It must withstand a fair amount of

heat, 2200° F on the upper end, both soft ambient warmths and blasting oxy-gas "ames. Its weld,

connecting head to shaft, must be of high caliber so that the pipe does not warp nor bend.

A blowpipe must always be pin-straight.

I own four blowpipes. I have owned more in the past but sometimes they disappear into the morass

of studio pipes intended for communal use, and are never recovered. ey are expensive and I keep them

locked away behind a Masterlock in a very distant hallway.

Two of my pipes are twins, standard steel workhorses with masking tape wrapped around the

blowing end to identify them as belonging to me. ey're unwieldy and too heavy, poorly balanced,



unpleasant to work with. ese are the rustiest and on damp weeks they'll accrue a layer of orange so thick

it resembles the powdery dust on a moth's wings, or pollen.

My third pipe is of stainless steel, marked by three engraved rings around the mouthpiece, with a

slender head good for small cups. It's dense and heavy but slightly too lanky, too long for my armspan by

only an inch or two. When I use this third pipe I tend to get caught on things, or accidentally jam my pipe

against hard surfaces, jarring my bones and occasionally knocking my piece off to the "oor where it is

dashed to bits.

My fourth pipe is the most beautiful and my most favorite. I bought it only last year. It's so

exquisitely thin, gleaming stainless, with a sensuously "ared tip that grabs onto small but juicy bits of glass.

I use it to create objects so paper-thin and light that to use them seems to subvert what we know about

physics and materiality.

In the hotshop, when I pick up a pipe, I immediately know my arms will eventually tire from

holding it. e blowpipe is just a tool and passive in that sense, but it incites a sub-psychological reaction; it

initiates muscle memory. For me, a pipe carries in itself instructions for its own use, and its potential to

make. If I only idly hold it, I begin to turn it in a rote sort of way, turn it and test its balance automatically.

I'll continue to spin it and maneuver it because that is what I'm meant to do, whether or not I'm blowing

glass at the moment. In spare moments while holding a pencil or a broomstick, I !nd myself mimicking

that repetitious movement, in order to more deeply engrain the motion into my Catalogue of Moves.

ere are plenty of women in the !eld of glasswork today, but I still !nd that it's a craft dominated

by men. Certainly, the Italian tradition is a male-only apprenticeship system that has been in place for

hundreds of years. I !nd that the tall athletic men are the ones that exhibit ultimate comfort and

con!dence in the hotshop. ey have loud booming voices when they speak their commands. Even without

shouting or straining I can hear them over the din of machinery and exhaust fans.



I, on the other hand, am female; not only that, but a girl, small-short-softbodied girl. My !ngers are

tiny and ineffectual. My body is cushy and "eshy, not lean and wiry, and I'm prone to stumbling or losing

my balance. e proportions to which a standard hotshop is built are such that I often !nd myself peering

over ledges and propping myself up on my tiptoes just to be able to do what the others are doing.

e blowpipe reminds me of all that: its weight is burden and reminder of my !nite physical

resources. It reminds me that my hands are somewhat too narrow to comfortably turn a blowpipe the way

my partner can turn a blowpipe. Its length is too great for my leg-length and armspan. Yet it's what I use,

because they're standardized, and because to not use them would be to admit inferiority and defeat.

ere is a concise vocabulary used in the modern American hotshop. e gaffer has an assistant

sitting at their bench and blowing into his or her pipe, and it is the gaffer that must utter “blow,” “harder,”

“stop,” etc., to signal the correct action to the assistant. It's a commanding and brusque communication

that takes some getting used to, because at !rst it almost seems barbaric, brutal. It's an unremittingly sparse

method of demonstrating want/need, with no apology or please-thank you.

In this setting, the assistant is absolutely to be used as a tool of the gaffer, just as much as the steel

jacks or diamond shears are passive usable instruments. In the earlier stages of most vessels, the assistant will

primarily be sitting in a low chair beside the gaffer's bench, their mouth wetted and pursed, prepared to

provide air as the pipe travels back and forth on the rail.

In modern parlance, the words “blow,” “harder,” and “suck” (which is used occasionally in the shop

when collapsing a bubble by removing its air) have sexual connotations, and initially it was impossible for

me to divorce the idea of blowing into my partner's pipe from the act of taking a cock into my mouth. I

was unused to the entire hierarchical setup of being physically lowered (crouched by his feet), being ordered

to act with one-word commands, this cold hard thing jerking around inside my mouth. I had no creative



agency because I was merely there as a means of fabricating another person's work. e power dynamic

smacked of bedroom politics as well as other things: a microcosmic class system based on the skills and

prowess of various members of the Glass department; the triumph of physical skill and intuitive savvy over

intellect or poesy or gentleness or kind temperament. So the blowpipe at times is the recipient of a loveless

blowjob.

At other times the blowpipes seems to me a manifestation of the idea of “distance.” Many makers

are handsy and touchy, enjoying the tactile experience of forming material sculpturally. ere is always the

underlying frustration that one can never directly manipulate the molten glass –– if you did, your skin

would effortlessly burn away, slippery smooth. So there are always multiple degrees of distance put between

the liquidy-hot material and the hand of the maker. Handheld tools are one extension of the gaffer,

allowing almost direct contact, sometimes coming within millimeters of touching. e blowpipe is also a

structure used to distance the blower from the glass. It's this spindly thing, an arm but a not-arm, that

creates a funny space between the awkwardly crooked elbow of the blower, the neck tilted sideways to give

it a puff. Polygonally, the limbs of the blower simply become additional angular moments in relation to the

hard line of the pipe, arranged and rearranged so that the blower can approximate touching the glass, never

quite succeeding.

I blew glass for the !rst time maybe four years ago. Like a clumsy hockey team running drills with

their sticks, we were told to practice turning our cold blowpipes with no glass at the end, simply feeling

how to best rotate and angle. at was the moment I !rst encountered a pipe –– not mine, but just a shop

pipe, generic and unmarked and dirty and crooked.

rough the sometimes painfully slow process of acquiring greater glassblowing skills, which took

years, I occasionally allowed myself to purchase nice things, tools. Because they're carefully and individually



constructed, !nished, calibrated, almost all glass tools are pricey. I felt I wasn't deserving of a really delicate

and lovely blowpipe until my work could merit the use of one.

So my favorite blowpipe, the fourth pipe that is slender and gorgeous, came into my possession

only after I !nally grudgingly allowed myself the concession that perhaps I was better than before. Not

good, but markedly better. With a gingerness and preciousness I ordered this sleek thing, and weeks later

unwrapped this thing, and days later blew with this thing. I made such tiny objects which I secretly felt

were be!tting my frame and proportions.

At the historical advent of glassblowing, which is agreed-upon by most scholars as 50 BC in

Phoenicia, the notion of blowpipe was somewhat different. From what archaeologists can tell, the pipe and

the gather were as one, with a tube of glass pinched-off at one end then heated and in"ated through the

open end of the tubei. ere are still similar practices, used by small-scale glass lampworkers utilizing

borosilicate tubing, in use today. One would take pre-made tubing blown to a speci!c inside and outside

diameter and wall thickness, and create a parison simply by closing off one end of the tube. I !nd this

conjoining of material and usage interesting: the blowpipe is no longer an external grabbing-arm, cold and

hard and unyielding, entirely separate from both gaffer and material. e pipe will change inde!nitely into

the "uid material it's meant to bear, with increased application of heat, until the material is all used up and

both pipe/glass are no more.

roughout the following centuries, then, in Rome and Egypt and later throughout medieval

Europe, glassblowing remained !rmly a craft, not an art, perpetuated by artisans, not artists. Of course all

master glassworkers were men who trained apprentices that then became journeymen and perhaps

eventually master craftsmen themselves. e practice only opened up in the 1960s (dubbed the Studio

Glass movement) as one that all could access, witness, learn, and join. is is when glassblowing was

incorporated into !ne arts studies of sculpture and later installation, and when glass began showing in !ne



arts venues rather than craft exhibitions and fairs. In most shops I've visited across the country, most of the

folks in charge are still well-muscled loudmouthed men. A girl who can blow well is regarded as “one of the

boys.”

Earlier, I spoke about weight. In the hotshop I'm always so conscious of it, somewhat fearful of it. It

might be the metaphorical weight of the massive and rigid patriarchal craft tradition that manifests in this

literal dread of physical weight. I constantly worry about becoming tired, and about appearing strong. e

ideas that populate my nightmares include muscular atrophy and paralysis.

I think I like my fourth pipe so much because it isn't loud and brash as most of the glass process is.

It's such a slip of a thing that at !rst glance it isn't even there. And it isn't heavy, so my arms tire less easily.

It's graceful in ways that my other pipes are not. When I manipulate the pipe and by extension the mass of

glass, I feel with this pipe more than others that I can get closer to perfection, and create something that

transcends the solidity and thereness of an ordinary object.

If a thing weighs virtually nothing, and can barely be seen, and is even and symmetrical and

without blemish in all its aspects, and alights in one's palm with hardly a real presence, then perhaps no one

will know that its maker was "awed and weak.
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